Extreme 21 rules

Extreme 21 is a blackjack side wager that is settled from the dealers up card and the players first (2)
cards.
Extreme 21 side wager wins on Pair, Flush, Straight, 3 of a Kind and Straight Flush.
To Start
•

The player makes the optional side wagers at the same time as making their Blackjack wagers
and before any cards are dealt.

•

Players must make a blackjack wager in order to make a bet on the side wager. Blackjack
wagers and the side wagers do not have to be the same.
Once all wagers are placed, the Dealer will deal blackjack according to house procedures.
If the side bet qualifies for a payoff, the dealer will pay the wager according the posted pay table
and according to house procedures.
If the side bet is a loss, the bet will be collected by the dealer according the house procedures.
After side bets are serviced, normal blackjack play continues, or as casino house rules apply.
The additional wager does not affect blackjack play.

•
•
•
•
•

Examples
#1. If the player would bet $1.00 on The Extreme 21 side bet and the players first two cards were a 6D,
6H, and the dealers up card was a 6C, the player would win odds according the posted pay table for a
three of a kind.
#2. If the player would bet a $1.00 on the Extreme 21 side bet and the players first two cards were KD,
4C and the dealers up card was an AH, the Extreme 21 wager would lose.

The difference between standard Blackjack and Extreme 21 is the optional side bet that pays odds
based on the outcome of the players first two cards and the dealers up card. Standard blackjack is
played otherwise, and the side bet does not have an impact on the standard game of blackjack.

